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claim that the First Amendment pro-
tected the Latter-day Saints’ religious 
practice of plural marriage. 
 It is clear that How Free Can Religion 
Be? is a book written by a law professor. 
Bezanson writes, “This book . . . is 
 neither a history nor a compendium 
of legal answers. It is, instead, a set of 
questions and arguments, a written 
Socratic dialogue, with me on one side, 
and the reader on the other” (5). Those 
unburdened by a legal education can get 
some taste of what a constitutional law 
class is like by reading the book, while 
others who have run the gauntlet of law 
school will find the stream of question-
punctuated commentary familiar.
 The strengths and weaknesses of 
Bezanson’s approach are on display in 
his discussion of the Reynolds case. He 
provides a workman-like summary of 
the facts, albeit one that ignores vir-
tually all the published work done on 
the case by legal historians both within 
Mormon studies and within the legal 
academy generally. He then walks the 
reader through the Court’s reasoning 
step-by-step, asking—without answer-
ing—at each point whether the moves 
made by the Court were justified in light 
of this or that competing argument.
 The appearance of the Reynolds case 
in Bezanson’s book is a testament to 
the continuing importance of the fun-
damental legal questions raised by the 
confrontation between Mormons and 
the federal government over the prac-
tice of polygamy. It also illustrates the 
extent to which Mormon history as a 
discipline has failed—with a few nota-
ble exceptions—to present the richness 
of its research on this period in a form 
capable of penetrating the mainstream 
constitutional discussion that Bezan-
son models. 

—Nathan B. Oman

Believing History: Essays on Latter-day 
Saint Belief, by Richard Lyman Bush-
man and edited by Jed Woodworth and 
Reid L. Neilson (New York: Columbia 
University Press, �004)
 Those who enjoyed Richard Bush-
man’s Joseph Smith: Rough Stone Roll-
ing will be just as pleased with Believing 
History, a collection of Richard Bush-
man’s essays on Mormon history and 
his personal beliefs. The essays in 
Believing History are not necessarily 
related, but by reading them together 
one captures the flavor of both the 
author’s scholarship and his person. 
The essays span a period of thirty-two 
years, beginning in 1969 and ending in 
�001. They have all been published pre-
viously in books and journals, includ-
ing some in BYU Studies. 
 The value of Believing History is that 
it brings all of the essays—and thus, 
much of Bushman’s thought—into one 
place. The book also contains a new 
afterword by Bushman where, like the 
first two essays of the book, he identi-
fies himself as a “dialogic historian” 
who is “fighting on both fronts” (�81) 
of critical scholarship and uncriti-
cal belief within Mormon studies. In 
writing to both skeptics and believers, 
Bushman shows his desire to not alien-
ate readers from either audience. 
 In adding structure to the collection 
of essays, the editors—both of whom 
have studied under Bushman—have 
divided the selections into three gen-
eral categories: (1) Belief, (�) The Book 
of Mormon and History, and (�) Joseph 
Smith and Culture. While the essays 
are categorized as such, their rich-
ness defies categorization as Bushman 
addresses a wide array of historical and 
social issues including the possibilities 
for faith among skepticism, the roles 
of the kingdom and Zion in a world 
dominated by secular corporatism, 
the urban landscape created by early 
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 Mormons, the rhetorical space created 
by the language of Joseph Smith’s rev-
elations, and the way that sources clos-
est to the Book of Mormon translation 
are used or ignored by both believing 
and non-believing historians. 

—Josh E. Probert

Stewardship and the Creation: LDS Per-
spectives on the Environment, edited by 
George B. Handley, Terry B. Ball, and 
Steven L. Peck  (Provo, Utah: Religious 
Studies Center, Brigham Young Uni-
versity, �006)
 Latter-day Saints are becoming 
increasingly environmentally sen-
sitive. LDS scripture and modern 
prophetic utterance is full of counsel 
regarding their responsibility to the 
environment. Bringing together sea-
soned experts in fields from public 
management to botany, Stewardship 
and the Creation gives compelling 
interpretations to that surprisingly 
ubiquitous prophetic counsel.
 In the past century, there has been 
little practical consensus among Latter-
day Saints with regard to an environ-
mental ethic, but in reading the various 
viewpoints that Stewardship and the 
Creation has to offer, a more unified 
consensus begins to emerge, one based 
on the principle of subduing the earth 
so that it brings forth more abun-
dantly. Several articles address the sig-
nificance of technology, ingenuity, and 
human energy as resources that can be 
employed to bring forth bounteous life 
of all kinds on the earth. Respect for the 
earth isn’t so much about conserving 
God’s creations as it is in multiply-
ing his creations. Though preserving 
natural habitats may be a great work, 
actively managing habitats is a greater, 
even sacred, work. The latter work has 
ties back to Adam, who, as a steward 
with dominion over all things, actively 
tended the Garden of Eden and then 

later subdued the earth in order to 
bring forth plant, animal, and human 
life more abundantly. Godliness has 
deep ontological meaning for Latter-
day Saints, and an environmental tra-
dition that places Latter-day Saints in 
the position of co-creators with God 
in bringing forth life more abundantly 
has great potential to resonate with 
them. Stewardship and the Creation 
successfully resonates in this way.
 Of particular interest is the book’s 
dialogue concerning LDS eschatology: 
If God rarely does things that we can 
do for ourselves, why would we not 
be involved in returning earth to its 
paradisiacal, edenic state at the Second 
Coming of Christ? And, as that great 
day of regeneration approaches, what 
are we as Saints doing, environmen-
tally speaking, to prepare for it? 
 A few of the articles seemed too 
forceful in attempting to reconcile the 
current political environmental move-
ment with LDS religious principles. 
Notwithstanding this, those Latter-
day Saints who read the book and take 
their stewardship over the earth seri-
ously will find themselves vastly more 
educated and equipped to inspire oth-
ers in why and how we should care for 
the environment.  

—James T. Summerhays


